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Training on health and safety standards 

for persons employed in fishing operations 
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Program of the Seminar 

- Section 1: Are sailors workers like any other? 
A general overview of the particularity and the problem of working at sea in terms of 

the health and safety of seafarers, with particular attention to the ATLAFCO zone 

o The particularity of the work at sea  

 The dangerousness of the environment (the sea and the vessel) 

 Accidents (the analysis of the types of accidents during the fishing 

activity, their recurring causes and their consequences) 

 Diseases (diseases specific to sea workers) 

 Forced labor (Magnitude of the phenomenon) 

o Work in fisheries in Africa 

In Africa, sea fisheries have always been associated with extremely 

harsh working conditions and fisheries is one of the most difficult 

jobs. Here, more than elsewhere, men and even women and 

children (their number is constantly increasing) work in extreme 

conditions.  

Exploitation of the questionnaire 

- Section 2: The efforts of the international community for the safety and protection of sea 

workers 

Review legislation and relevant international instruments (IMO / FAO / ILO) as well as 

good practices and regional and national initiatives. 

o The international normative framework 

o Good practices and regional and national initiatives 

- Section 3: Fishing workers in African countries: a category always in search of the 

improvement of its working conditions? 

CONFERENCE MINISTERIELLE SUR LA COOPERATION 

HALIEUTIQUE ENTRE LES ETATS AFRICAINS RIVERAINS 

DE L’OCEAN ATLANTIQUE 

COMHAFAT/ATLAFCO 

MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE ON FISHERIES 

COOPERATION AMONG AFRICAN STATES BORDERING 

THE ATLANTIC OCEAN 
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Evaluate and describe: 

o  Identification of fishermen's work in the countries of the region, the active 

population concerned, the categories, their remuneration, their social 

protection, etc…. 

o The situation in relation to the relevant international conventions: 

accession and application 

- Section 4: Recommendation for Strengthening the Safety and Protection of Fishery 

Professionals in West Africa 

- Make proposals for improving the prevention of accidents and health problems 

and protection of fishermen. 


